Welcome to a new school year and to Afternoon Bear Tracks! The Bear Tracks program provides an extension of classroom activities for children who are enrolled in the half-day program. Children who attend Bear Tracks must be toilet trained.

Bear Tracks is offered Monday through Friday, 11:45AM-2:30PM. The daily Bear Tracks schedule includes a special activity. These activities are designed to engage a smaller, multi-age group of children in hands-on learning in a specialized content area, such as art, science, movement or literacy. We plan to continue our WUNS focus of social-emotional awareness, regulation & growth & to provide varied opportunities to learn through play.

*Carpool begins promptly at 2:30PM and moves rather quickly.

*If you need to alter your child’s schedule, please confirm availability at least 24 hours in advance with Nikki via email.

Sincerely,
Suzy Oliver Frillman